PRAGUE METRO OPTS FOR ELECTRO-VOICE® & DYNACORD®
LOUDSPEAKERS
The planners of Prague’s rapidly expanding underground network want only
the finest sound systems in their new stations; naturally they’ve opted for EVI
Audio.
Prague/Straubing (February 20, 2004): Prague’s underground transit
network, named the ‘Metro’ after its Parisian model, has been open since
1974. Comprised of three lines in over 50 kilometers of tunnels, it is already
carrying around half a billion passengers per year, and the trend is rising.
Another three stations are scheduled to open during 2004, bringing the
grand total to 54.

Dramatically improved intelligibility in the Prague Metro thanks to EVI Audio equipment

Contractors Audio Zeman of Prague have been responsible for the sound
systems in the underground stations since 1999. Commissioned by the project
management, Metroprojekt, the Audio Zeman engineers conducted exhaustive
simulations. The results were convincing and Audio Zeman were given the goahead to install the first hundred DL-94 ceiling loudspeakers from Dynacord.
The results were so impressive that in 2001 Audio Zeman were asked to do the
same in other stations, in some of which the intelligibility of the existing
systems, despite the multitude of ceiling speakers installed, was, as Michal
Zeman, the head of Audio Zeman told us, ‘highly unsatisfactory’. The solution
in these trickiest of acoustic environments turned out to be EVI-28 VariIntense™ speakers from Electro-Voice.

Then came the catastrophe. Hit by the worst flooding in 1,000 years, the
Czech capital saw its new underground network inundated (18 stations were
flooded overnight) and Audio Zeman were summoned to the rescue. The
fifteen stations worst affected had to be totally renovated, and this time they
were treated to Dynacord ProMatrix™ systems, not only for their sound but
also for their versatility and convenience. The work had to be done in all haste;
the dynamo of the Czech economy could not stand still! Fortunately Audio
Zeman did their part in record time. As Michal Zeman remembers: “The time
constraints were appalling, but everyone pulled together and we got the job
done. We were particularly grateful for the extraordinary assistance we
received from the Sales and Support department of EVI Audio.”

Well-connected – with EVI Audio

And the work goes on. EVI Audio is steadily making intelligibility the hallmark
of the Prague Metro.The latest batch of stations were equipped with
Dynacord systems conforming to the EN 60849 safety standard, and
everything points to the likelihood that in the medium to long - term, the
Prague Metro will be able to boast an underground sound system second to
none - equipped exclusively by EVI Audio. As Michal Zeman told us: “the
next batch of commissions are already signed and sealed.”
(more)
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Intermediate Balance: as of January 2004, the following EVI Audio equipment
had already been installed in the Prague Metro:
* exact number unknown
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For full details on all Electro-Voice products,
please visit www.electrovoice.com
For full details on all Dynacord products,
please visit www.dynacord.com
Electro-Voice® and Dynacord® are professional audio brand of Telex
Communications, Inc., a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of
sophisticated audio, wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and
communications equipment for commercial, professional and industrial
customers. Telex Communications markets its products in more than 80
countries under the brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark
Teknik®, University® and others.
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